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ABSTRACT
Crowdsourcing enables human workers to perform designated tasks unbounded by time and location.
As mobile devices and embedded cameras have become widely available, we deployed an image
capture task globally for more geographically diverse images. Via our micro-crowdsourcing mobile
application, users capture images of surrounding subjects, tag with keywords, and can choose to
open source their work. We open-sourced 478,000 images collected from worldwide users as a dataset
“Open Images Extended” that aims to add global diversity to imagery training data. We describe our
approach and workers’ feedback through survey responses from 171 global contributors to this task.
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INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: Users annotate a captured image
via the task UI in our Crowdsource app (a).
Along with the first contribution, a dialog
invites users to open source the work under their profile name (b). Open-sourced
images are publicly accessible with author
attribution (c).

Crowdsourcing is a scalable approach for diverse data collection and content creation from human
workers by removing the time and location constraints [18]. Tasks can be deployed and completed
efficiently [29, 30] nearly in real-time [4, 22]. Recent research has demonstrated how mobile crowdsourcing further engages a wide community of diverse contributors by taking advantage of the global
mobile device market [13, 14, 16, 19]. A system can allocate suitable tasks based on device location [1]
and utilize short attention time [35].
Crowdsourced data has enabled new technologies that reflect the community viewpoints, including
training Machine Learning models in Computer Vision [28], translations [5], topic mining [6], and
trend prediction [11]. Data quality from crowd workers is often a critical issue, especially for model
training [31, 37] and content publishing [33]. To ensure data quality, crowdsourcing platforms rely
on user profiles that receive ratings through task completion. Profiles are used for workforce control
without giving attribution to contributors. Such lack of worker visibility, however, may lead to concerns
on work quality and ethics [15, 17, 26]. Recent research attempts to provide public access to an open,
reliable community, which has been applied to design critics [12, 23] and open-ended research [34]. By
introducing crowd visibility, workers produce quality data and sustain for a longer term. However, it
is rarely seen that the integrated outcome from a community is officially attributed to the individuals.
This practice is distinct from open-source communities of knowledge sharing (e.g., Wikipedia [20])
and software development (e.g., GitHub and Q&A sites [9, 24, 36]), where creators receive proper
credit for their work, including articles, code, or answers in public distributions.
In this paper, we describe how we collect real-world images at the global scale via an existing
mobile application for micro-crowdsourcing. Our goal is to provide a geo-diverse image dataset for
model training. To encourage high-quality work, we enable users to open source their work at the
task level beyond a general profile that conventional crowdsourcing systems provide. Users annotate
and upload images captured by their device cameras given task instructions. They can open source
the work with their profile name. The system attaches the author attribution to open-source images
in every distribution (see Figure 1). We have received over 1 million images from worldwide users
since April 2018 and have open-sourced 478,000 images as a dataset “Open Images Extended” [3].
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Figure 2: In our micro-crowdsourcing mobile platform, users can choose to open source their individual contribution (an annotated image) under their profile
name. They can review and manage the submitted work, which will later be open-sourced for public access with attribution to contributors.

CROWDSOURCING IMAGES WITH ATTRIBUTION
We introduce a crowdsource image capture task where users can choose to open source their contributions. To enable a scalable field deployment that reaches a global community, we build the system
upon an existing micro-tasking mobile platform that offers non-monetary rewards. We design a new,
independent task that guides users through the workflow with the open-source option.
Background: Mobile Crowdsourcing Platform
1 Google

Crowdsource. https://play.google.com/
store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.
apps.village.boond

Table 1: Our task instructions contain
an ordered list of topics. Users review
and capture a photo of subjects not
limited to this list.
Title

Content

Food
Plants
Professions
Apparel
Animals
Products
Landmarks

Tag with name & ingredients
Tag with type & name
Capture people at work. Tag with their profession.
Anything you wear: tag with brand & other details
Include type & breed tags if possible
Anything you can buy: tag with name & place
Natural & manmade: tag with name & place

We utilize an existing Android microtasking application, Google Crowdsource1 , designed for mobile
phone experiences [7]. The app provides microtasks on data labeling or verification, such as handwriting
transcription and verification of image labels or language translations. Each task requires short
completion time and different knowledge or skills. Users can flexibly choose between tasks without a
commitment to the number of tasks or work time. To engage users in task completion, the system
leverages game mechanics suggested by prior work [38]. In our design, logged-in users receive badges
for answering questions of different categories and get to level up by contributing more answers.
Image Capture Task
Based on this mobile platform, we design a new task that requires content generation for creating a
geo-diverse dataset. Public image datasets including ImageNet [10] and OpenImages [21] have been
widely used for training Machine Learning models. The source images were collected from photo
hosting services (e.g., Flickr) where creators release photograph usage under copyright licenses, such
as Creative Commons [8]. However, these services are designed for social sharing purposes and may
be limited to specific geo regions [2], which resulted in biased content [31]. To build a diverse image
dataset, we distribute an image collection task named “Image Capture” to our global crowdsourcing
community. Specifically, we scope to capture subjects around contributors.
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Contributor Workflow
Figure 2 presents the end-to-end task flow. Users launch our application and see a new task “Image
Capture” on the home screen. By choosing this task, an instruction card is shown that describes the
task (“Capture & tag the world around you”) and the potential image use. Then, the device camera is
triggered for users to take a photo, which proceeds to the Annotation UI (see Figure 1a). The image
that users captured is shown, along with a text field showing a prompt “Label key elements using
commas, e.g., plant, vine, jasmine” for free-form text labeling. Text length or word count is not limited.
The “SUBMIT” button is enabled only when text is entered in the input field. To protect subject’s
privacy, face detection and blurring is performed on the capture devices before work submission.

2 Crowdsource

Help. Open-source images.
https://support.google.com/crowdsource/
answer/7680293

3 Crowdsource

Images. https://crowdsource.
google.com/images

Open Source Option. After users complete the annotation and tap to submit their first image, a dialog
titled “Open-source your images” is immediately shown (see Figure 1b), followed by “Make your images
publicly available for download and use (including credits to you using your profile name User’s profile
name). You can change this option for new images in Settings.” The attribution is retrieved from the
user’s profile name associated with the logged-in account. Users can follow the “Learn more” link2 to
a web page for detailed statements about the open source licensing and implication.
Contribution Review. The annotated image is uploaded and counts toward in-app rewards (badges
and levels) regardless the open source setting. Users then see a new instruction screen showing a list
of subjects, such as food and plants (see Table 1). They can upload more photos with the same flow
and change the open source setting of each contribution if desired. Users can review and manage their
contributions (download or delete) at any time in the Review UI. The appendix shows our detailed
screenflow diagram. Finally, once our offline pipeline processes the content, images will be accessible
to the public3 (see Figure 1c). The system ensures that all open-source images receive the author
attribution in every distribution.
CROWDSOURCED IMAGE DATA
We released this new task in April 2018 to our global app users. Instructions and all the UI messages
are translated into 69 world languages and are shown based on the user’s device language setting. We
ran a series public campaigns on both a social media platform and local communities to promote this
task. Top contributors were highlighted with their profile names and pictures shown on our social
media page. No monetary incentive was offered for the contributions.
Data Overview
In December 2018, we open-sourced the “Open Images Extended” dataset with 478,000 images and
1.27M labels under the CC BY 4.0 license [3], which permits content sharing and adapting while
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attribution is required. All the content (images and annotations) were reviewed by our human validators
to ensure the data quality and exclude any personally identifying information.
To investigate the worker behaviors, we analyzed the raw data we received from April to August
2018. Within the first 5-month period, 587,486 images from users of over 120 countries or regions were
received. A total of 14,301 users contributed at least 1 image to this task. Users submitted 41.86 images
on average (median is 1). Similar to existing crowdsourcing services [15, 32], there exists a long-tail
distribution as “Participation Inequality” suggested [27] (see Figure 3): 66.61% users uploaded 1 or
2 images. 78.59% made 5 or fewer contributions, while the remaining 21.41% contributed 96.96% of
the dataset (average 189.59 images). More than 90% uploaded 22 or less images. Finally, the top 1%
users contributed 58.29% of images, and the top .09% users each shared over 5,000 images, making it a
total of 15.51% of the dataset. As high as 95.57% images were opted in for open source. These images
are contributed by 87.5% of the total users to this task. We do not observe any pattern where users
selectively open source only a subset of work.
International Survey
To understand the motivation of our users performing the image capture task, we conducted an online
survey study to global users with Likert-scale and open questions. A link to the online survey hosted
by Google Forms was released to a social group with 6,116 followers that our team maintains. No
incentive was offered for survey completion. We received 171 responses in three weeks, of which 130
self-reported their residency that includes 17 countries covered by Bangladesh, Finland, India, Mexico,
Russia, Spain, USA, and others. From a screening question, 97.08% (n=166) confirmed that they have
uploaded at least one image in this task; the remaining respondents were directed to the end of the
survey with no other data recorded.
Why users contribute. 33.7% of respondents indicated that the most important reason they uploaded
images is to help improve technology developed based on their contributions, followed by 19.3% who
worked because they found this task entertaining (confirmed by the Likert-scale question with the
median as 5). We see a wide spectrum of reasons from their open-ended comments on motivations.
Some have strong beliefs to make impact: “I know its gonna help everyone”, “Mainly to make the internet
better”, “I love (to) be a part of this community”, and “I mainly take pictures of my hometown, and it’s
the way to show the whole world my hometown which I still love.” Feedback is aligned with their top
motivations: “it’s interesting and fun to upload images”, “just done it for fun”, and “This is one of my
hobbies.” A few indicated that they want to be recognized: “For recognition of my labor in uploading
creative images for the world.”
In what context users perform tasks. From the multi-select question “I captured images mostly in:”,
62.9% performed the tasks outdoor, 61.7% at home, and 41.3% in work area.
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Perception on open source. While 78% indicated that they understood the concept of “open-source
image,” 10.4% did not and 11.6% were unsure about the answer. Although the majority of survey
respondents open sourced their contributions, only 3% thought it is the most important motivation
to have images publicly available under their name. Meanwhile, 12% thought that it is the least
important reason of task completion.
DISCUSSION

Figure 4: Global users organized photowalks to share their world (image
captured by the community-produced
video: Photowalk by Google Crowdsource Community Malaysia https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=6Mo93gdYATU)

We aggregate the contribution analysis and international survey and summarize the below findings.
As the first content creation task in our micro-crowdsourcing platform with the open source option,
users contributed due to the new task design to show their culture and environments. Some of them
express strong beliefs and become avid contributors, which explain the long-tail work distribution.
One commented, “i am a hardcore photographer so I take this as a challenge to complete 2000 photos.”
The majority of users (87.5%) chose to open source their work. Overall, the data quality from the
crowd work is positive: As low as 1.70% of the contributions violate our content policy; the detected
subjects from images match the topic list from the instructions. Although global users do not show
a consistent view on the attribution concept, many want to be recognized and build teamwork,
similar to communities such as Google Local Guides and Translates, suggested by survey respondents.
From several user-shared videos on social media that documented their self-organized photowalks
for this task (see Figure 4), it demonstrates a different aspect of contributor visibility from open
source licensing. This shares commonality with prior research on building forums or communities for
information sharing among crowd workers [25].
Finally, users are eager to receive feedback of their work: “We all want to see how my contributions
are helping other people that keeps us motivate to do more.” We recognize the importance of presenting
the impact of worker contribution back to the community. Therefore, in addition to open-sourcing
the images as a dataset for public download, a public web viewer is also critical to engage users in
seeing this community effort interactively.
CONCLUSION
We introduce a micro-crowdsourcing platform where users can open source their work. We deployed
an image capture task to an existing mobile phone application and open-sourced 478,000 image with
1.27M labels as the “Open Images Extended” dataset. Based on the aggregated results with survey
responses from 171 global contributors to this task, we suggest that users provided high-quality data
and followed instructions in our crowdsourcing model. Users are motivated to organize community
events (e.g., photowalks) and see their contributions open-sourced with author attribution. We are
continuing this crowdsourcing effort and hope to expand our work to document more scenes all over
the world.
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SCREENFLOW DIAGRAM OF THE IMAGE CAPTURE TASK
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* Screens are only shown once in the workflow during the first task completion.

